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Sun. Sept. 30/Tishri 21
Erev Shemini Atzeret
Candle lighting,
6:22 p.m.
Services, 8 p.m.

Fei. Oct. 12/Heshvan 3
Candle Lighting,
6:01 p.m.
Services, 8 p.m.
Sat. Oct. 13/Heshvan 4
Rabbi’s class, 8:40 p.m.
Services, 9:20 p.m.

Mon. Oct. 1/Tishri 22
Shemini Atzeret
(see p.5)
Morning services, includ- Fri. Oct. 19/Heshvan 10
ing Yizkor, 9 a.m.
Candle lighting,
Mincha and ma’ariv,
5:51 p.m.
6:45 p.m.
Services, 8 p.m.
Simchat Torah party,
7:15 p.m.
Sat. Oct. 20/Heshvan 11
Candle lighting,
Rabbi’s class, 8:40 p.m.
7:35 p.m.
Services, 9:20 p.m.

From the
Desk of
Rabbi Pearl

The new month of Heshvan, which follows the holiday-laden month of Tishri is quite different in mood
and pace of life. It certainly lacks the drama of the
preceding two months, the sense of awe and anticipation that the holidays always bring to us and the
emotional depths of majesty, self-analysis and finally
joy that mark the previous months. It is called “Mar
Heshvan” bitter Heshvan, because it is devoid of any
special events, and because rain begins to fall.
Tues. Oct. 2/Tishri 23
Fri. Oct. 26/Heshvan 17
It is as though the Jewish destiny has seen fit
Simchat Torah
Candle lighting,
to give us a month off, a time to return to ourselves
Services, 9 a.m.
5:41 p.m.
and our daily lives, to place into daily practice the
Services. 8 p.m.
Fri. Oct. 5/Tishri 26
great lessons afforded us by the challenges of the
Candle lighting,
Sat. Oct. 27/Heshvan 18 two previous months. The tenets of Judaism teach us
6:12 p.m.
that the quality and achievements of life are measRabbi’s class, 8:40 a.m.
Services, 8 p.m.
ured in the small things, in the mundane acts that are
Services, 9:20 a.m.
performed on a daily basis within our daily routines.
Sat. Oct. 6/Tishri 27
After we have prayed for a good and blessed
Rabbi’s class, 8:40 p.m.
year, G-d now gives us a chance to put our good inServices, 9:20 p.m.
tentions and good thoughts into action. How am I
demonstrating that I am a better Jew? Am I praying
Other dates to keep in mind
more regularly, and with more thought and concenTues. Oct. 9- Ritual Committee, 8 p.m.
tration? Am I being more careful about what I eat,
Tues. Oct. 16- Finance Committee, 7:15 p.m.
what I say, how I live on Shabbat? It is now up to us
Tues. Oct. 16- Board of Trustees, 8 p.m.
to show that we are striving to be better Jews and
Wed. Oct. 17- Sisterhood meeting, 7 p.m.,
better people
followed by Fun Night
It is difficult to climb down from the highs of
___________________________________
Tishri and its inspirational holidays, family gatherings,
beautiful and meaningful synagogue services, and a
Book club to meet soon
generally special atmosphere. How to climb down
The current selection of the Book club is
gracefully and successfully from such a spiritual and
“The Man In The White Sharkskin Suit: A Jewemotional high is not always an easy or smooth exerish Family’s Exodus From Old Cairo To The
cise. It requires some sort of long- range perspective.
New World,” by Lucette Lagnado. There is still
Continued on page 2
time to get the book and join in the discussion.
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OFFICERS OF CONGREGATION B’NAI ISRAEL
RABBI
Pinchas N. Pearl

Finally, when you redeem your pledges, and
please do that as soon as possible, consider adding
Chairman of the Board of Trustees Martin Eisenberg
to it. You pay more for utilities this year, and so do we.
President
Charles Greinsky
You pay more for insurance, and so do we. In fact,
Executive Vice President
Barry Kashubo
you pay more for just about everything, and so do we.
First VP
Roger Lader
Keep that in mind when you write out our check.
Second VP
Martin Eisenberg
Third VP
Kevin Brosnick
I look forward to working with you in the new
Treasurer
VACANT
year to make our synagogue the best that it can .
Financial Secretary
Susan Finkelstein
Yours in fellowship,
Recording Secretary
Rita Eisenberg
Charles Greinsky
Sisterhood Presidents
Zoya Khalfin
President
Sandy Levy
Editor
Norman A. Kanter
Rabbi’s message continued
—————————————————–———————————
To be able to live a balanced life one must atThere are several ways you can remember a loved
tempt to limit one’s highs and lows, to be less volatile
one or commemorate a special occasion.
and much more steady in one’s view of life and one’s
Here are some ideas:
behavior. So a little taste of disappointment, even of
Call the Synagogue office (718) 987-8188:
some bitterness, is to be expected and dealt with
to schedule a Bar/Bat Mitzvah or Baby Naming
properly. And this is also part of the message of this
to dedicate a Chumash ($75) or Siddur ($36)
month of Mar Heshvan. May we take it to heart, and
to sponsor an Oneg or Kiddush
put into practice our good intentions and resolves.
to make a donation to the Hebrew School
Shalom,
to reserve a date for a special function
Pinchas N. Pearl
to dedicate a leaf on our Tree of Life
Rabbi
to plant a Tree in Israel
Call Dr. Selman Berger (718) 948-5447 for informaSuccah erected thanks to many helping hands
tion about our cemetery plots
The Sunday before Yom Kippur was a very busy
Call Scott Diamond (917) 674-3317 for information
day for C.B.I. Our succah was erected, decorated and
about a Memorial Plaque
furnished. The Hebrew school term began under the
________________________________________________
leadership of our new teacher, Moreh Noam. While
President’s letter
this was going on, orders were being taken for seats
The month of holidays comes to an end on October for Yom Kippur, and for Succot meals. The following
2nd.. There are so many people to thank that it is hard people volunteered for at least one of these projects:
to keep track of them all. From Rabbis Pearl and Rap- Joel and Steven Abidor
poport, to the other leaders of the services, to Kevin Darla, Russell, Janna, and Jake Abramson
Brosnick, Marty Eisenberg, and Sharon Pekuly, who Kevin, Lee, and Jeremy Brosnick
made such inspiring appeals, to the Ritual Committee, Lillian Brosnick
particularly its chairman, Mel Fox, who made sure that Linda and Scott Diamond
everything ran smoothly, to Susan Finkelstein, who Eduardo
handled the heavy administrative work so efficiently, David, Gabriel, Joshua, Levi, and Tim Faynsteyn
and to all the others involved in making the services Richard and Susan Finkelstein
as meaningful as they were, my deepest gratitude.
Mel Fox
So, now that we are spiritually refreshed, Gennady Garber
where do we go from here? During Rosh Hashanah Michael Gitelman
and Yom Kippur, we examined ourselves and, hope- Barry Kashubo
fully, identified the areas where we could, and should Marat, Zoya, and Melanie Khalfin
improve. It is time to do something about them. For Roger Lader
those who are still cigarette smokers, it is time to act Rabbi Pearl
on that resolve to quit, not cut down, but quit. For David Raps
those who have been promising themselves that it is Yuri Rudshteyn
time to start exercising, it is time to get yourselves to a Ted and Seth Schneider
gym and start working out. (Do not, however, try to do Igor Volshteyn
everything at once.)
To all these people, we thank you. If we have
For those concerned about the future of C.B.I., omitted anyone, please be assured that it was inadand that should include all of you, it is time to increase vertent. We deeply appreciate your efforts as well..
your involvement. Our meetings and events are listed
in the Shofar. You don’t need an invitation. Just come
and participate.
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Thank you for your contribution
Contributions received after September 15 will be
acknowledged in the November issue. Contributions
with no specific designation are for the general use of
the synagogue.
Diamond family
Laverne and Jack Gerner
Anita and Larry Gordon in memory of Mollie Zaffos
Gary Gordon
Charles and Ilene Greinsky in memory of
Ruth Greinsky
Bernard and Marcia Jacobson in memory of
Dora Jacobson
Khalfin family
Kirsch family in memory of Esther Kirsch and
Morris Wolf
Sharon and Joel Pekuly in memory of Bernard and
Gladys Greenglass
Laurie and David Raps in memory of
Irwin Rosenblum
Norman Smith in memory of Beverly Smith
Helen and Stuart Suss in memory of Aaron Steingart
and Isadore Suss
Doris Wasser in memory of Lawrence Wasser
News about our members
Condolences to Nancy and Joel Cohen and family,
on the loss of Nancy's sister. May the Cohen family
know from no further sorrow.
Best wishes to Rae Ganzman for a speedy
recovery from her injury, and to Marvin Cooper from
his recent heart attack.
We welcome the following new members to
our C.B.I. family: Tracy and Eric Katz, and their children, Ely and Rayna; Regina and Sam Perel, and
their daughter, Miriam; and Anna and Stan Shkolnik ,
and their children, Adam, Rachel and Simona. We
look forward to seeing them at our services. and
functions.

ing our annual Karaoke night on November 17. She
is also planning a Chanukah dinner and a movie
night around that time She will consult the Rabbi on
both.
The Sisterhood expressed its thanks to everyone who helped out on August 26. The Staten Island
Yankees baseball game went well. We had 19 participants and everyone had a good time.
Get- well cards were donated by Sandy Levy
and Eileen Cooper volunteered to send them out to
members of our congregation. We also have B’nai
Grams that Susan Finkelstein will send out when
someone makes a donation in honor or in memory of
someone.
The shopping schedule for October was set
up. The participants are Eileen Cooper, Bette Goldstein, Barbara Kanter, Sandy Levy, Sharon Pekuly,
Laurie Raps, Janet Rocco, and Barbara Smith..
Sharon Pekuly will follow up on her Rosh
Hashanah speech by sending a form to all of the
membership asking for volunteers.
Congregation B’nai Jeshurun is having a cantorial concert on November 11. We would like to support them in thanks for their support of our events.
The COJO breakfast will take place on October 28.
On October 14, Dr. Ruth will be speaking at the JCC
about her new book.
Laurie Raps
A note of appreciation
We recently received the following note.
“On behalf of my mother and myself, I want to
thank everyone involved within the Congregation and
this is only a small contribution to a tremendous welcome of our family by Congregation B’nai Israel.”
While we are always glad to receive contributions, we especially appreciate this note. It is a lesson for all of us, particularly to those who attend services that, when you see new faces, go over and
welcome them.

Sisterhood News
Sisterhood has sent Nancy and Joel Cohen a consolation meal and extends its sympathy to her on the
loss of her sister. .Rita Eisenberg is recovering from
her surgery. .
Barbara and Norman Kanter will be sponsoring the kiddush on October 13th.in honor of their
grandson’s Bar Mitzvah.
An apple -picking excursion is scheduled for
October 11. The venue has not been chosen yet.
Laurie Raps will look into a possible theater
party at the Villagers in Somerset, New Jersey. She
will also look into a musical presentation, “Hanukkah
Lights up the World” at Kingsborough Community
College. . Bette Goldstein will look into Playhouse 22
in East Brunswick.
Janice Rappaport reported that we will be havOctober 2018  The SHOFAR 3

Yahrzeits This Month
Yahrzeits start on the evening before the date
given. For additions or corrections to this list, please
contact Scott Diamond at (917) 674-3317, or
slzdiamond@hotmail.com
If you need to say kaddish for a yahrzeit, please call
the office two weeks before, and we will try to arrange a minyan. It would be helpful to bring a few
family members and friends to the service to make
sure of a minyan as it is not always possible to arrange one from our congregants.
Many congregants come to services Friday
night to say kaddish.
Oct. 1/Tishri 22
Seymour Libinger, grandfather of Ilyssa DeCasperis
Abraham Schwartz, father of Harris Schwartz
Yetta Wechsler, mother of Elaine Wechsler
Oct. 4/Tishri 25
Felix Herzog, father of Dr. David Herzog
Harry Kudler, father of Charles Kudler
Harold Rosenberg, father of Jeffrey Rosenberg
Oct/5/Tishri 26
Sol Cohen, father of Al Cohen
Samuel Goldberg, father of Joel Goldberg
Irving Kroll, relative of Naomi Kirsch
Harold Zalstein, father of Janice Tepper
Oct. 6/Tishri 27
Joseph Helicher, father of Bonnie Arciero
Oct. 7/Tishri 28
Manya Miretsky, mother of Ilya Miretsky
Roberta Zolotsky, mother of Traci Frey
Oct. 8/Tishri 29
Abraham Goldin, father of Gary Goldin
Oct. 10/Heshvan 1
Mildred Raps, mother of David Raps
Gertrude Sapolsky, mother Gene Sapolsky
Oct. 11/Heshvan 2
Maya Reznova, mother of Rita Timmer
Oct. 12/Heshvan 3
Chaim ben Yisroel, father of Flora Berenshteyn
Julius Lubinger, uncle of Ilyssa DeCasperis

Oct. 13/Heshvan 4
Alexander Krongauz,, father of Tanya Gutt
Oct. 14/Heshvan 5
Philip Tenenzapf, grandfather of Sandy Levy
Tessie and Murray Weiss, parents of Manny Weiss
Oct. 15/Heshvan 6
Gerty Benesch, mother of Steven Epstein
Max Besen, father of Ana Cramer
Shirley Dunn, mother of Arnold Dunn
Oct. 16/Heshvan 7
Sara Tenenzapf, grandmother of Sandy Levy
George Wolff, father of Barbara Kanter
Oct. 17/Heshvan 8
Jenny Zuniss, mother of Judy Rosen
Oct. 18/Heshvan 9
Yefim Sverdlik, father of Janet Goldin
Oct. 19/Heshvan 10
Chaim Guterman, father of Mike Guterman
Gitsina Alta Issakovna, mother of Yakov Gitsin
Mildred Kroll, relative of Naomi Kirsch
Isaak Rudshteyn, father of Yuriy Rudshteyn
Oct. 20/Heshvan 11
Bella Schnall, mother of Jerry Schnall
Oct. 21/Heshvan 12
Lillian Eidlin, mother of Doris Wasser
Oct. 22/Heshvan 13
Galina Khalfin, mother of Marat Khalfin
Oct. 23/Heshvan 14
Morris Kettner, father of Bette Goldstein
Oct. 24/Heshvan 15
Sara Szymanski, mother of Marsha Schnall
Oct. 25/Heshvan 16
Israel Holder, uncle of Blanche Myron
Oct. 30/Heshvan 21
Yetta Sohn, mother of Rita Eisenberg
Preschool News
In October, all classes will be studying The Five
Senses. These senses help children explore the
world and understand what is around them. All activities in this thematic unit will help the children use
their senses in many ways.
We have been approved for the 3-K ( the free fullday program for three year olds). It will begin in September 2019.
Our Welcome and Ten-Year Anniversary Celebration will be Thursday, October 4, 2018 at 2:30
p.m. You are very welcome to join us!
The CBI Academy Preschool Team
Oops! We goofed
In our listing of those who came to help set up for the
High Holidays, we inadvertently (very inadvertently)
omitted two names. Sharon Pekuly and Ted Schneider. They were also were a big help in getting things
in order. Our thanks to both of them, and we apologize for the omission
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Thank you for redeeming your pledge
The following members and nonmembers have
recognized the need for prompt redemption of their
pledges: We are very grateful to all of them.
Milla and Joel Abidor
Anna Alekseyeva
Marc Aronson
Marshall Axt
Maya and Max Aybinder
Flora and Miron Berenshteyn
Olga Boroday
Ellen Dubner
Elina Dyakovetsky
Lyudmila Eydelman
Melvin Fox
Gloria Hirsch
Joan and Ivan Holtzer
Reba Kastel
Irina and Gennadiy Katsnelson
Inna Kesler
Vladislav Keymakh
Yelena and Igor Khaymovich
Ida and Mikhail Khilinskaya
Z. Kunovskaya
Zoya and Alex Leonoff
Ella Ligay
Oleg Lokshin
Alla Plotkina
Olga Polishuk
Esther and Daniel Ryberg
Laura and Devid Shamailov
Zinaida and Alex Shnaper
Svetlana and Edward Shraga
Victoria Teper
Natalie and Emil Zozulya
About Shemini Atzeret and Simchat Torah
Immediately following the seven-day festival of
Sukkot comes the joyous two-day festival of Shemini Atzeret (the Eighth Day) and Simchat Torah
(Rejoicing of the Torah).. (In Israel, the festival is
“compacted” into a single day.) According to tradition, this festival is analogous to a king who invited
his sons for a feast that lasted several days. When
the time came for them to leave, he said, “My sons!
Please stay one more day, it is difficult for me to
part with you.”
Holiday candles are lit on both nights,
and kiddush is said. All the usual restrictions of holidays apply, .
The second day, Simchat Torah marks the
conclusion of the reading of the Torah and the
immediate starting of the new reading cycle.
The focal point of Simchat Torah is the
hakafot procession, in which we march, sing and
dance with the Torah scrolls around the synagogue.

The hakafot are done twice, on the night and morning of Simchat Torah. Everyone receives an aliyah
(call to the Torah) on Simchat Torah, even the children.
Simchat Torah is the happies day on the
Jewish calendar. Come to services on Monday
night and Tuesday morning and join in the fun.
In Case Of...
By following these guidelines, you will help
yourself and your family in times of great joy, or G-d
forbid, moments of crisis and stress.
As rabbi, it is my desire to attend to your lifecycle needs. These include births and weddings,
funerals, and hospital and home visits to the ill. In
order for me to be of help, I must be kept informed.
Please take a moment to read through these steps
and always keep this page in a handy place.
Rabbi Pinchas Pearl
Illness
In case of illness or hospitalization, please notify
the synagogue office as soon as possible at (718)
987-8188.
Death
Even before making funeral arrangements, notify
Rabbi Pearl at the synagogue office (718) 9878188) or on his cell (718) 564-5518). He will assist
and guide you in making the appropriate arrangements for the funeral.
If you cannot reach the rabbi, contact the
Jewish funeral home and begin to make your arrangements. Please, if Rabbi Pearl is going to officiate at the funeral, do not set a time until the rabbi
has contacted you. At most, this will be a very short
while. If the rabbi is on vacation, other local rabbis
are on call. .
Simchas
For your joyous occasions in life, please
share your nachas with the rabbi by informing him
about births, engagements, weddings, and other
noteworthy moments in the life of your family. The
rabbi will arrange for a baby-naming, provide information regarding a mohel (for newborn boys), coordinate a pidyon haben (the redemption ceremony
for first-born males), schedule an aufruf (to celebrate a forthcoming marriage), perform a wedding,
and bring the richness of Jewish traditions and
mitzvot into your simcha.
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